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**WOMAN'S WATCHWORD IS MODESTY.**

Whatever threatens woman's delicate sense of modesty, frightens her. For this reason many a woman permisess the delicate womanly organs to become aggravated because she cannot bring herself to submit to the consultations, offensive examinations and abominable local treatments, which most physicians think necessary. Doubtless thousands of the women who have taken advantage of Dr. Pfeffer's offer of free consultation by which they are enabled to do so by the escape thus offered from a treatment repugnant to modesty.

Any sick woman may write to Dr. E. Y. Pfeffer, Brooklyn, N. Y., for a free consultation and estimate. Address: All letters of consultation addressed to Dr. E. Y. Pfeffer will be returned. No charge will be made for advice given in consultation. No medicine will be sent in plain envelopes with no address or other plainly printed upon them. Each consultation costs just nothing whether you take it or not. All your friends are using it.

**Dr. Pfeffer's Favorite Prescription has saved the lives of hundreds.** It makes weak women strong, and healthy women stronger. It restores strength, overcome suffering from "female weakness," Stomach indigestion, constipation, and other disorders of the digestive system. It is also used to strengthen heart, weak nerves, aching bones, heart, and rectum, burning, thirst, fatigue, cough, stricture, liver, enlargement of the liver, and slow circulation. Women, of course, are the best judges of its power. It is sent free of cost. A sample will be sent free of cost.

**Dr. Pfeffer's Favorite Prescription is the only cure for debility.** A woman's life may be saved or her present debility overcome. The physician or nurse used to write to Dr. Pfeffer's Favorite Prescription. It is not a secret or patent medicine, but is based upon the latest results of medical science, as attacked by men of great research and men of eminence. The result of all the research and science of today is found in Dr. Pfeffer's Favorite Prescription. It is the only medicine which has been found to be a cure for debility and debility alone. All the latest results of scientific investigation have been used and incorporated into this new remedy. It is the only medicine which has been used in the treatment of debility by every leading physician and nurse of this country.

"The Blood is The Life."

This is a true saying, one of the facts which have showe simple statement of scripture, but it is a law which illumines to the view and gives it a meaning other than those which are given by the mere words of the Bible. A woman's health is dependent upon the amount of blood she possesses. In order to have a healthy body, it is necessary for her to have a proper amount of blood. This is the case with every woman, and more especially with women who are suffering from debility. The blood that a woman possesses is not only necessary for her health, but it is also necessary for her beauty. A woman's beauty is directly dependent upon the amount of blood she possesses. It is the blood that gives her a fresh, young, and healthy appearance.

"The Blood is The Life."

In the case of women's blood, the blood that she possesses is her "golden treasure." She must have a proper amount of blood to keep her healthy and beautiful. This is a fact that is true of every woman, and more especially with women who are suffering from debility. The blood that a woman possesses is not only necessary for her health, but it is also necessary for her beauty. A woman's beauty is directly dependent upon the amount of blood she possesses. It is the blood that gives her a fresh, young, and healthy appearance.

"The Blood is The Life."

As the blood is the life of a woman, so the blood of a woman's child is the life of that child. The blood that a woman possesses is not only necessary for her health, but it is also necessary for her beauty. A woman's beauty is directly dependent upon the amount of blood she possesses. It is the blood that gives her a fresh, young, and healthy appearance.
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